List of Errata - *The Ergodic Revisited*
James Barrett

p.11 Footnote 1 should end: “detailed explanation of language in relation to digital interaction see Ensslin, *The Language of Gaming* pp. 4-5.”
p.14 Footnote 9 refers to Aarseth’s *Cybertext*.
p.29 second last line, “by that depends” should read “but that depends”
p.31 line 20 “2007” should be “*Reading Network Fiction*”
p.52 line 2 “address” should be “addressivity”
p.65 lines 15-16 “and characters” should be deleted
p.68 line 3 “address” should be “addressivity”
p.77 line 7 “information into the interactive” should read “information about the interactive”
p.81 in Footnote 58, the line obscures the words “I have replaced ‘Medium’ with ‘Form’”
p.104 line 5 “representational space and these gui” should be “representational space and how these guide”
p.112 line 18 “the author voice” should be “the authorial voice”
p.112 line 28 “playthings”) should be “playthings)”
p.136 lines 19-20 “[See Dormans 2008 n. pag.)]” should be “(See Dormans n. pag.)”
p.136 line 25 “(Rhodes and Sawday 2000)” should be “(Rhodes and Sawday7)”
p.138 line 14 “address” should be “addressivity”
p.148 Line 15 the word “still” should be deleted
p.151 Footnote 21 should be 112.
p.155 line 32 “a theme returned to relation to” should be “a theme returned to in relation to”
p.156 line 2 “in the world of” should be deleted
p.163 line 17 “2006a” should be “Avatars”
p.175 line 1 “the places that are associated with” should be “the places they are associated with”
p.179 line 6 “via addressivity” should read “these adventures via addressivity”
p.182 line 1 “papyri#” should be “papyri”
p.188 line 17 “means addressivity” should read “means addressivity breaks down”
p.202 line 6 “the role of Grace and the” should be “the role of Grace as the”
p.202 line 15 “influencing” should be “influences”
p.217 line 2 “as modes” should be deleted.